
SOC 100       Introduction to Sociology       Fall 2015
Instructor: Dr. Gonzalo Santos                 [A more complete syllabus was placed in Blackboard]

Dr. Santos email: santos_class@firstclass1.csubak.edu

Classroom: DDH-G102 Class Time: 10:00 am  - 12:05 pm

Office: DDH-AA205, Office Hours: 12:00-2:00 pm MW Phone: 654-2191

Textbook: Anthony Giddens, Mitchell Duneier, Richard P. Appelbaum, Deborah Carr, 2015. Essentials of Sociology, 5th
Edition. New York: Norton, W. W. & Company, Inc.. ISBN: 9780393937459.

Course Content: This course's main goal is to broadly introduce the field of Sociology to lower-division college students.
Students learn why and in what ways the scientific study of our contemporary, highly complex social world is possible,
important - even urgent -, fruitful, and rewarding. Differenbt areas of sociological inquiry and exploration are explored in
sixteen separate chapters of the book. We will mostly cover two chapters per week, just one chapter on three weeks.

Class Format: The class meets on Mondays and Wednesdays for two-hour sessions. Attendance is mandatory. Typically,
Dr. Santos will lecture using a PowerPoint presentation, and show occasional videos, accompanied and followed by class
discussions & perhaps some exercises. Students test on  each of the chapters before the Sunday midnight of the week in
which  they are assigned (see schedule below).

Blackboard Resources: The class has a Blackboard account set up, to which students will be added into by the first day
of class (Sept. 14). This is the site for all activities, including chapter testing. In this site students will find the following
resources & links:

The course syllabus.
Sixteen chapter tests.
Chapter learning objectives.
Chapter outlines.
Link to a student resource web site, "StudySpace," associated with the
"Essentials of Sociology" textbook.

Dr. Santos PowerPoint lectures.
Extra course materials folder.
Extra work submission folder.
Links to Dr. Santos web site and email.
Course videos folders.

The Textbook's Web Site Resources Resources: For each chapter you can access the following materials:

Study Plan
Chapter Learning Objectives
Chapter Study Outline
Diagnostic/Quiz+ Multiple
Choice Quizzes
Vocabulary Flashcards

Data Mining Exercises
Infographic Quizzes
“Do It Yourself” Exercises
Chapter Concept Map
Visual Sociology Slideshow Exercises
Sociology in Practice DVD Exercises
Ebook

Chapter tests: The course does not have a midterm exam or a final exam. Instead, students shall take 16 objective
(multiple-choice) tests covering the 16 chapters in the textbook. All chapter tests are open book and can be taken anytime
in the week in which they are assigned; however, each chapter test is due by Sunday midnight of the week in which it is
assigned, and the test will be closed after that. Students that score a low score on any given chapter test may re-take the
test a second time, as long as it is taken before that particular chapter test deadline. In that case, the final score will be the
average of the two scores, so please plan ahead and study hard for the first test. See the testing schedule below.

The chapter tests shall be taken through Blackboard, the campus computer testing service, accessible in the internet (see
instructions below). Students are free to test at anytime during the week in which a chapter is assigned, from Monday to
Sunday midnight. In fact, students may take chapter tests ahead of the week they are assigned, but CANNOT fall behind.
The chapter tests are one hour, thirty minutes long and consist of 30 randomly chosen, multiple-choice / truth-false
questions. Each chapter test attempt must be taken IN ONE SITTING, and after the 2nd. attempt or when the deadline is
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passed, a given chapter test will be closed. Other information on testing:

To gain access go to the CSUB Blackboard site: click and bookmark the following URL address: https://bb.csub.edu/ . If you need help: If you
don't know your UserID, or if you've changed your password and have forgotten it, contact the Help Desk in the library at (661) 654-2307, or
simply go to the Library, Lower Level Room 1, during office hours. 

Be prepared! The maximum duration for each part test is 1 hour 30 minutes, after which the test closes. Each test has to be completed when it is
taken in a single session - no lengthy pauses allowed. After each test deadline passes, access to each chapter test will be closed and no late testing
will be possible. So make sure you have prepared well, chosen a day, time & place well, and have ample time and tranquility (with no distractions)
to begin testing; take time to read carefully each question before you answer it - do not rush! (a common mistake). You may take the test with the
open book, but exclusively on your own, please.

Save your answers every time. If you change your mind on a specific answer, don't forget to save it again! And don't forget to send your quiz/test
to grade when you are done (lots of students forget this last step and their scores are not computed!).

 Credits: The final grade will be the average score of the16 chapter tests, on a scale of 100 points.
There are several ways students may obtain extra points or lose points from the final numerical score:
      1) Attendance: Students may receive 5 points for perfect class attendance, and will lose a point off for each time they were absent/tardy/leave early.
      2) Extra Campus Activities: Occasionally, students will be encouraged to attend certain events on campus and write a one-page report on it, for extra
credit (usually one point).

Grading: The final grade will be assigned according to the following table:
94-100 = A 87-89 = B+ 77-79 = C+ 65-69 = D

90-93 = A- 84-86 = B 74-76 = C < 65 = F

80-83 = B- 70-73 = C-

Weekly Schedule of "Essentials of Sociology" Chapters to Test Before Each Sunday Midnight
Week Monday Wednesday

1 Sept. 14
Introduction to the Course

Sept. 16
Chapter 1: Sociology: Theory & Method

2 Sept. 21 
Chapter 2: Culture & Society

Sept. 23  
Chapter 3: Socialization, the Life Course, and Aging

3 Sept. 28  
Chapter 4: Social Interaction & Everyday Life in the Age of the Internet

Sept. 30
Chapter 5: Groups, Networks, & Organizations

4 Oct. 5  
Chapter 6: Conformity, Deviance, & Crime

Oct. 7
Chapter 7: Stratification, Class, & Inequality

5 Oct. 12 
Chapter 8: Global Inequality

Oct. 14
Chapter 9: Gender Inequality

6 Oct. 19 
Chapter 10: Ethnicity & Race

Oct. 21
Chapter 10: Ethnicity & Race

7 Oct. 26 
Chapter 11: Families & Intimate Relationships

Oct. 28
Chapter 12: Education & Religion

8 Nov. 2
Chapter 13: Politics & Economic Life

Nov. 4
Chapter 14: Sociology of the Body

9 Nov. 9 
Chapter 15: Urbanization, Population, & Environment

Nov. 11
No Class - Holiday

10 Nov. 16 
Chapter 16: Globalization in a Changing World

Nov. 18 
Chapter 16: Globalization in a Changing World
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